All the considered monoids are assumed to be commutative, cancellative, torsion free (in the group of fractions) and with unit element. For a monoid M its group of fractions will be denoted by K(M); let Z, Q, R denote the integers, rational and real numbers, respectively; by Z + , Q + will be denoted the additive monoids of the corresponding nonnegative numbers. N = { 1,2, 3, . ..}. For a monoid M its rank means the rank of K(M) (= dim, Q @ K(M)). By Q + @M we denote the universal divisible enveloping monoid for M: i.e., (writing additively) Q+@M=l& (Ma M) , c E N. As usual, an extension of monoids M c N is called integral if for any n E N there exists a E P+J such that an E M. M is called normal (or integrally closed) if there does not exist an element in K(M)\M some positive multiple of which belongs to M (recall that a monoid M is called seminormal if: x E K(M), 2x E M, 3x E M 3 x E M).
Our conditions on monoids imply the natural embeddings M 4 K(M) CG Q @K(M). Consequently, without loss of generality we will assume that the considered monoids are submonoids of Q-spaces. Let rank(M) < co. Denote by C(M) the convex cone in the real space 135
Iw 0 K(M) spanned by M. By elementary geometric observation we obtain that in the case when M is finitely generated and the group of invertible elements U(M) is trivial there exists an afline hyperplane Hc [w 0 K(M) (dim H= rank(M)-l), O$ H, such that C(M) is spanned by C(M) n H and 0. In this situation C(M) n H is a convex closed polytope and we denote it by @(M) [Gl, G2] . Of course, the shape of Q(M) depends on the choice of H, but its "combinatoric complicatedness" is invariant. Let A4 be as above (finitely generated and U(M)=O).
Then by int(M) will be denoted the submonoid of M consisting of all those elements from M the radial directions of which pass through the interior of G(M). In purely algebraic terms int(M) = ( mEM(m#O, V'nEM, 3aEN, am-nEM}u (0) (this algebraic definition was suggested by R. G. Swan in his notes on [Gl] ;
in [Gl, G2] int(M) was denoted by M,). Note that, usually, int(M) is not finitely generated.
Recall that a domain is called seminormal if its multiplicative monoid of nonzero elements is so.
THEOREM 0 ([A-A, Gi, Gl 1. A monoid domain R[M]
is integrally closed (seminormal) if and only if R and M are integrally closed (seminormal).
@-SIMPLICIAL MONOIDS
In this paragraph the monoid operation will be written additively. We assume that the considered monoids have finite ranks. Thus (a)* (b) . Now let Q+@MxQ',.
Then for each i E [ 1, r) there exist pi E N for which pie, * ni E M, where e, , . . . . e, is the standard basis in Q'. Consider the composition Mq Q + @ Mz Q:. We see that the image of M contains the elements (0, . . . . pi, . . . . 0). It remains to note that Q; is integral over the submonoid generated by the elements (0, . . . . pi, . . . . 0); (b) + (c). Since p is finitely generated there exists a E N such that the image of the composition Ma Mcs Q; is a submonoid of Z:. The condition of integrality of Z; over this image is obviously satisfied. Hence, (c) 5 (d). We have the following implications: M' z M" and @(M') is simplex * @(M") is simplex, and extension M' c M" is integral 5 @(M') = @(M"). It just remains to note that @(Z; ) is the standard simplex. DEFINITION 1.2. A monoid A4 will be called @-simplicial if M is finitely generated with trivial group of invertible elements U(M) such that the conditions from the previous propositions are satisfied for M (see [G2] ).
Remark.
Since a l-dimensional closed convex polytope is just a segment (= l-dimensional simplex) we see that every finitely generated monoid M of rank(M) 62 with U(M) =0 is @-simplicial. On the other hand in the case rank(M) > 2 to the monoids correspond arbitrarily complicated polytopes Q(M).
Note that M' 0 M" is @-simplicial iff M" and M" are simultaneously. Since the extension JZ c Z; is integral we obtain that for any i E [ 1, r] there exists an element of the type (0, . . . . pli, . . . . 0) in M. Hence, for all iE [l, r] the subsets Xi= {(0, . . . . 0, bii, biitl, . . . . bi,)~M~bi,>O) are nonempty. In each X, choose and element with minimal bii. We obtain a system a,, . . . . U,E M. Let us prove that M = (a,, . . . . a,) n Z:. First, note that the normality of M and the integrality of the extension Mc Z; imply M=K(M)nZ ', (th e intersection is considered in Zr). Thus (cI,, . . . . a,) n Z: c M. Assume m = (b,, . . . . b,) E M. Write b, = qa,, + s for some 462, and 0 < s < a,,; since for some c2, . . . . c, E N we have m -qc(, + c2a2 + ... + c,a,E K(M) n Z; = M the minimality of a,, implies s = 0. Analogously h, -qa,, + c2uzz = q'a,, for some q' E Z + and so on. In conclusion we obtain m E K(M) and, consequently, Mc (~1,) . . . . cr,) n Z;.
Let M be a finitely generated normal monoid. Then according to [Chl] we can define the group of divisorial ideals Div(A4). Namely, the elements of Div(M) are nonempty intersections of the principal divisorial ideals of A4, (the intersections are considered in K(M)); for D, D' E Div(M) put DD'= n (xi+ M), where the intersection is considered for all .X~E K(M) satisfying the condition {d+ d' 1 do D, d' ED'} c x, + A4. Then Div(M) will become a group containing the subgroup of principal divisorial ideals pr(W = {(x + w/x E MW}, which in its turn is isomorphic to
The quotient group Cl(M) = Div( M)/pr(M) is called divisor class group. It just measures the deviation of M from monoids of the type z; @ZS (r,s20). Let M he a finitely generated normal monoid with U(M) = 0. Then there exist s E N and a submonoid N c Zc such that N = K(N) n Z: (the intersection is considered in Z') with N isomorphic to M.
Remark. In terms of our @-correspondence this statement means that an arbitrary convex closed polytope @ (of arbitrary dimension) can be obtained as an intersection of some simplex A and some afline subspace X in some real space R" (of appropriate dimensions). Now assume M is a normal and the extension Mc Z"+ is integral. Let a,, . . . . a, be the elements mentioned in Lemma 1.3. Denote by ci, i E [ 1, r], the greatest common divisor (gtd.) of the numbers a,,, a,,, . . . . aii. Then Mz M'= (cc;, . . . . a:) n Z'+, al = (0, . . . . c,:'aii, . . . . ~~~'a,,); M' is a submonoid in Z; of the type mentioned in Proposition 1.5. Consequently Cl(M) z Cl(M') z Z'+/(M', , . . . . ai) and, hence, Cl(M) is a torsion group. Conversely, if M is a finitely generated normal monoid with Cl(M) torsion then according to Proposition 1.1 and results from [Chl, Ch2] M must be @-simplicial. In [Chl] it is also proved that any abelian group can be realized as Cl(M) for some normal M. Thus we obtain PROPOSITION 1.6. Let M be a finitely generated normal monoid with U(M) = 0. Then M is @-simplicial iff Cl(M) is a torsion group; for any finite G there exists a @-simplicial normal monoid A4 for which Cl(M) z G.
TRUNCATED MONOIDS
We again use the additive notations for monoid structure. Let d , and d, be two simplices in some (finite dimensional) real space. A triple (P, A,, A,) will be called truncated if the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) A, c A, and P is a common vertex of A, and A,, (b) 
(c) there exists a hyperplane X in our real space such that A, is spanned by P and A, n X.
Let M be a @-simplicial normal monoid. Then for arbitrary vertex P of the simplex Q(M) the maximal submonoid N c M for which @p(N) = P is isomorphic to Z +. This follows from the observation that N is normal, U(N) = 0, rank(N) = 1 and N is a submonoid in K(M) z Z'. The monoid N will be denoted by M(P). ProoJ The lemma follows from the general observation that if (t, M,, M,) and (t, Mz, M3) are truncated then (t, M,, M3) is so.
Let us introduce the following notation [Gl, G2] : For a monoid (of an appropriate type) and any nonzero m E M denote by Q(m) the intersection of the radial ray from R 0 K(M) determined by m with the polytope Q(M).
LEMMA 2.5. Let M be a truncated monoid. Then Cl(M) is a finite cyclic group.
Proof. Let (t, M, M') be a truncated triple where M' x 771, r = rank(M). It is obvious that in a free monoid the free generators are uniquely determined. Consequently, there elements t,, . . . . t, E M' for which (1, t,, . . . . t,} is a basis in M' and {Q(t), @(t2), . . . . @(t,)} is the set of all vertices of @(M'). For all natural a E N the systems B, = {t, t, + at, . . . . t, + at > are bases for K(M') z H'. It is obvious that when a -+ co the points @(t, + at), . ..) @(tr + at) converge to the point Q(t) (in the sense of euclidean metric in @(M')). By the definition of a truncated triple we obtain that for a sufliciently large UE N the points @(ti+ at), iE [2, r], belong to Q(M). Since K(M)=K(M') (by Lemma2.3) we obtain ti+ at EM, ic [2, r] . Consider the free submonoid M" c M generated by {t, t, + at, . . . . t, + at}. Since K(M") = K(M) and M" is normal we come to the conclusion that M" is integrally closed in M. In addition we have that the points @(t,+at), iE [2, r] , belong to the edges [@(tl), a(t)] (respectively) of the simplex @(M"). In other words, the triple (t, M", M) is truncated. By Proposition 1.1 we can identify M with a submonoid in Z"+ so that the extension Mc ZY+ will be integral. In this situation the elements t, t, + at, ..,, t, + at must have the forms (for appropriate enumeration of the basis in Zl ), As a result of Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 1.6 we obtain that a "majority" of @-simplicial normal monoids are not truncated. LEMMA 2.6. Let M be a @-simpliciul monoid. Then A4 is truncated iff there exists a truncated triple (t, M", M) with M" free.
Prooj
The part "only if" was already considered in the proof of the previous lemma. Now assume (t, M", M) is a truncated triple and M" is a free monoid. Let {t, t,, . . . . t,} be the basis of M". For arbitrary a E N consider the free monoid ML generated by {t, t, -at, . . . . t, -at}. From elementary geometric reasonings we conclude that for a sufficiently large a E N the cone C(M) is contained in C(M:) and these cones satisfy the condition: the triple (Q(t), a(M), @(ML)) is truncated (here the hyperplane H mentioned in Section 0 is chosen corresponding to the cone C( M:), or equivalently, (t, M, Mb) is truncated.
Remark. The condition of Cl(M) being cyclic is a necessary one for a @-simplicial normal monoid M to be truncated, but it is not a sufficient condition.
APPROXIMATIONS BY TRUNCATED MONOIDS
We keep to the additive notations for a monoid structure. THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a finitely generated normal @-simpliciul monoid. Then int(M) is filtered union of truncated monoids.
The proof is based on some lemmas.
Let A4 be a finitely generated normal monoid with
This lemma actually holds for arbitrary monoids which satisfy only the seminormality condition [Gl 1. GORDAN'S LEMMA 3.3 [Da, G2] . Let A4 be a submonoid in Z" (for some s E N ) satisfying the condition of existence of a hyperplane H c R' @ K(M) (0 $ H) for which C(M) is spanned by 0 and C(M) n H. Then A4 is finitely generated iff B(M) (= C(M) n H) is a finite closed (of course, convex) polytope.
LEMMA 3.4. Let A4 be a finitely generated monoid with U(M) = 0. Then for an arbitrary convex WC Q(M) f or which dim W = dim Q(M) the submonoid
has the same group of fractions as A4, i.e., K(M) = K(M( W)).
we obtain that for some aE N, am + YE int(M( W)), am + z~int(M( W)), where m is of the aforementioned type (this follows from the observation that @(am+ y), @(am+z) --f @s(m) when a+ co). in the sense of euclidean metric when k 2 2 and it is not so when k = 1.
This proposition for k 2 2 will be proved in the next paragraph and the case k = 1 will be considered in Section 10.
Let us define a map T: GL,(Z) --, S'+' x ... x Sr-', where on the right hand side the product of r -1 copies of S'~ ' is considered. Consider any a = (aii) E GL,(Z). Let (A,) be the inverse matrix (aV))' E GL,(Z). Let yi be the point of intersection of the radial direction in R' determined by (A,1, . . . . A,) and put T(a) = (y2, Y,, . . . . Y,).
COROLLARY 3.1. The image of T is dense in (in the sense of euclidean matric).
Proof
The map T can be obtained as the composition
Thus the previous proposition implies the desired density.
In what follows we will keep to the standard terminology. Let X,, . . . . X, be variables (r > 1) and b I, . . . . b,E R. Then to the closed semispace C; b, Xj2 0 (3i, b; , #O) naturally corresponds a point on S'--], namely the point of intersection of the radial direction of (b,, . . . . b,) with S"-'. Thus we obtain the natural bijection S' ' x (the set of all semispaces in R' passing through 0). Consequently, the mentioned set of semispaces can be equipped with a metric structure (Sr-' inherits its metric from the enveloping W'). We will say that a cone Cc R' is simplicial if the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) 0 is a vertex of C, (b) dim C = r, (c) there exists a hyperplane H c R", for which 0 4 H, C n H is a simplex and C is spanned by 0 and C n H.
Every simplicial cone can be represented as an intersection E, n . . . n E, of some semispaces Ei = (b, X, + ... + b,X,2 0) with det(bU) # 0. Of course, such a representation is uniquely determined. Consider any group basis cli = (ati) of Z', i, i E [ 1, r]. By si, i E [ 1, r] denote the semispace in IR' determined as follows:
(a) the boundary of E; is a hyperplane of dimension r -1, spanned by {%a 1, . . . . a;-, > ai + 1, . ..> &j? (b) EjE Ei. The existence and uniqueness of E; is obvious, Let C, Ei, .zi be as above. LEMMA 3.8. Let C = E, n ' n E, be a simplicial cone. Then there exists a basis {c(,, az, . . . . a,} of the free group Z' for which the semispaces ci are sufficiently close (in the sense of the aforementioned metric) to Ei for all i= 2, . . . . r.
Let x2, . . . . x, be the points from S'-' which correspond to E 2, ..., E,. By x denote the point (i, jg [l, r] ). Of course, the system (a,, CQ, ..,, cc,} posesses the desired property. It can be analogously checked that in the case det(b,) = -1 the system { -u., , --cI~, . . . . -a,} posesses the desired property.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The interior of G(M) can be represented as a ftltered union of simplices udi, ie N, where dim di=dim Q(M). Moreover, without loss of generality we can assume that the vertices of di are the Q-images of some elements from int(M). Here we use the following obvious observation: the set {@(m)/mEint(M), m #O} is dense (in the sense of the euclidean metric) in Q(M). Each di determines a simplicial cone C, with vertex in 0. Let Ci = Ei, n . . n E,, (r = rank(M)) for certain semispaces E, in R' (0 E E,). According to Lemma 3.8 there exist bases ia ,I 9 .'., a,,} (ie N) of K(M) = Z', for which E,~, . . . . E, are sufficiently close to E,z, . . . . E,, respectively (i E N). We keep to the notations introduced above . In this situation the cones E;, n .si2 n . . n sir will be simplicial and they will be contained in the interior of the cone C spanned by M. Let H be a hyperplane in iw'= I&! @ K(M) for which 0 $ H and C is spanned by 0 and C n H. Consider the simplices hi = H n (E,, n &i2 n . n Ed,). These simplices almost coincide with the simplices Ai (in the sense of the euclidean metric of H). Since the boundary hyperplanes of the semispaces E,, &ii are determined by rational linear forms in the standard coordinates of K(M) = Z' we come to the conclusion that the vertices of the simplices 6, are the @-images of some elements from int(M)\{O}.
Thus int(A)= U M(6,) (the filtered union) and, according to Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, A(Jj) are finitely generated, normal and @simplicial. Moreover, by Lemma 3.4, K(M(6,))= K(int(M)) = K(M). It remains to prove that M(6,) are truncated. Denote by Pi the vertex H n as,, n ... n &, (in N) of 6,, where &, denotes the boundary of the semispace sii. Then clil is the free generator of JH(~~)(P~)zZ+. We have @(a,i+a~i,)-tP,=@(a,l) when a-+ cc (here a E N and j E [2, t-1). Thus for all sufficiently large a (c( ;, , M,, M(6 ;)) is truncated, where M, is the free monoid Z +z,, + Z, (al2 + UN,,) + . + Z + (cx,, + zu,,). Indeed, to ensure that Mi is integrally closed in M(6;) is just suffices to not that K(M,) = K(M(6,)) (= K(M)). Finally, by Lemma 2.6, M(6,) is truncated.
Q.E.D.
THE DENSITY OF Im(0,) FOR k>2
First of all note that the density of the image of l3* implies the density of Im(0,) for all k E [3, r]. Thus we will assume k = 2. Proof. Considering L2 = Zr/(a,, . . . . cc,) we see that without loss of generality it can be assumed r = 2. We have to show that c& is unimodular in Z*. We can also assume that c1i = (1,0) and c(* = (0, 1). In this situation x(; = (mu:, 1 + mv, u2) is actually unimodular since mu:.mv:+(l +mv,u,)(l -mv,u,)= 1.
Proof of Proposition 3.6. We have to show the existence of a basic of Z' for which the radial directions of its elements, except for the first one, approximate arbitrarily fixed directions (from Iw'). Let CI], . . . . ~1, be an arbitrary basis of Z'. Choose u E Z' with vI # 0 (notations as in Lemma 4.1) approximating the desired direction and then take m large. The result is a new basis a',,, a;, t13, . . . . a, in which the direction of the second basis vector approximates the desired direction. Repeating this method one realigns the other basis vectors too, except for the first one. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.6.
QUASITRUNCATED MONOIDS
Let C be a simplicial cone in R' (for some TE tV) in the sense of Section 3. Then if we write C = Co + C, we mean that C is represented as a union of some r-dimensional simplex C, one of the vertices of which is 0 and some convex subset C, c R' for which C, n C, is the (Y -1 )-dimensional face of C, not containing 0. The subsets of R' of type C, will be called (the first word that comes to mind is just "truncated") quasisimpliciaf. For any XER' and any YclR'put x+Y=(x+y\y~Y}. Since C:s are contained in the interior of C we easily come to the conclusion that for any x E R' the sets C,\(x + C) are bounded. Let m E CR,,,, (previous lemma). It follows from the boundedness of C,\(m + C) that we will be done if we show that (C, n (m + C)) n M; c M, n int(N).
We have m + m c N and Mi c int(m). Thus (m i-m) n Mi c Mi n int(N). On the other hand Min Cj= Mi and K(M,) = K(R) (by Lemma 3.4). Hence, (Ci n (m + C)) n Mi = (m + m) n Mi (here we use the following obvious fact: for any finitely generated normal monoid L with U(L) = 0 we have L = K(L) n C(L)). The corollary is proved.
MONK ELEMENTS IN QUASITRUNCATED MONOID RINGS
All considered rings are assumed to be commutative. As usual for a ring /i the set of unimodular n-rows will be denoted by Urn,(A). For E,, PE Urn,,(A) we will write 2-p iff 2cr =p for some GLEE, (the group of elementary n x n-matrices). U(n) denotes the group of units. Spec(/l) is the prime spectrum of n and max(n) is the maximal one. The monoid structure will be written multiplicatively.
A commutative monoid ring R[M] will be called @-simplicial (truncated, quasitruncated) if M is so.
Let M be a @-simplicial monoid (we always assume that in this situation M is finitely generated). In the following, the integral extension Mcr Z; (r = rank(M)), mentioned in Proposition 1.1 will be fixed. Let (t,, . . . . tr} be the free basis of Z'+. Thus M can be thought as a monoid consisting of monomials. As usual we will say that x is lower than y for some x, y E Z> if x= t:'.. t: and y= t:'...t: with a, < bi for some index iE [ 1, r] and ai= b, for all j> i (thus t; is lower than tj iff i < j). 
Proof
Is based on some standard facts of commmutative algebra.
Step 1. For an integral extension of rings A c B and a prime ideal p c B we have ht(A np) 2 ht( p).
In the considered situation there is no inclusion relation between the prime ideals of B lying over a fixed prime ideal of A [Ma, Chap. 11 . Therefore, any chain pOs ... spk = p in spec( B) induces the chain Anpos . . . s A n pk (in spec(A)) of the same length. Hence, ht(A n p) d m(p).
Step 2. Let A c B be an integral extension of rings with B noetherian. Then for any ideal Zc B we have ht(A n I) 3 ht(Z).
By the previous step is just suffices to show that for any q E spec( A) containing A n Z there exists p E spec( B) containing Z for which A n p c q. Since B is noetherian $= n;=, pi for some p, , . . . . p,s E spec(B); therefore fly=, (A n p,) = A n $= $%?c q. Since q is prime we obtain AnpjOcq for somejoE [l,s] .
Step 3. Let R be a noetherian ring and Z be an ideal in R [Zl] . Then ht(y(Z)) B ht(Z).
The case r = 1 is considered in [L, Chap. 31. Now the desired inequality follows from the iteration process.
Step 4. Let R, IM, and Z be as in our lemma. Then for each i E [ 1, r] there exists natural ci for which t?E A4 (since the extension Mc Z; is integral). The R-algebra A in R [M] generated by these elements tf' is isomorphic to R[Z"+]. ht(y(Z)) < ht(y(A n I)) (since y(Z) 1 y(A n I)), ht(y(A n I)) 3 ht(A n I) (Step 3) ht(d n I) 2 ht(Z) (Step 2, the extension A c R [M] is integral and R[MJ is noetherian since A4 is finitely generated). The lemma is proved.
In the following N will denote a quasitruncated monoid and A4 will denote the covering monoid mentioned in Definition 5.1 (thus M = n). In addition we will assume that the enumeration of tis satisfies the following condition: there exists a truncated triple (t, M, M') with free M' for which CD(t) = @(t,). Since the same reasonings can be applied to the automorphism
we obtain that the restriction qJRCM, belongs to the group Aut,JR[M]). Now for our quasitruncated monoid by L denote its submonoid N(@(t,)) cN. Let c be a sufficiently large natural number and YI be the aforementioned element from Aut ,J R[ M] ) for which ci > c. Then for arbitrary n E N\L we have q(n) = n +f, where f is divisible in (R[M] ) by tz' with sufficiently large d': indeed, it suffices to check this statement for G n (N\L), where G denotes the finite generating set for N, but this is a direct consequence of the definition of 4. Note that r(n) = n for any n E L. It follows from the definition of a quasitruncated monoid that if c is sufficiently large then q(N) c R [N] . In other words ~1 RCN, E Aut, (R[N] ).
In the following by k(f) will be denoted the highest term of f in correspondence with the order on Z; when ti is lower than tj iff i> j (the word "manic" will be used in the usual sense). N] ) for which q(o) is monk. It is obvious that q(u)" + n(h,) will be manic as well for sufficiently large natural m. In conclusion we have
y v(h,-,h v(u)"+ WJ).
So q and G = (n(h,), . . . . n(h,-,), q(u)" + n(h,)) are the desired objects. ... be a graded ring P be a finitely generated projective A-module. Then P is extended from A, iff P,= (A,\p)-'P are extended,fiom (A,), for all p~max(A,).
In [G2] we proved the analogous generalization of Quillen's patching's K,-analog established in [Su] (it should be noted that these generalized versions do not make use of any essential changes in the proofs). Now we need the same patching for surjective K,-stabilization topics over a gradced ring.
First, some words about notations. For arbitrary ring A and its ideal Z, E,(A, I) denotes the normal subgroup in the elementary matrix group E,(A) (n E fU) spanned by eli(x), where eii means the elementary matrix with unique nondiagonal component on ith row and jth column and x ranges over I. Let A=A,@A,@ ... be a graded ring, feA and aEA,, then f+(a) denotes <(f)(a) where 5 is the ring homomorphism A + A[X] (X is a variable) for which t(a,@al@a,@ . ..)=a0+a.X+a,X2+ . . . and [(f)(a) is the image of t(f) under XH~. For ~EGL,(A) and aE A, analogously is defined c( +(a). A + =OOA,@A,@ .... The image of some matrix 6 under the localization map relative to some element x will be denoted by 6,.
Let A be a ring, CXEA, n > 3, y E GL,(A,), z be a variable and f E A, [z] . Put a(z) = ye,(zf) y ' for some i # j. Then for all sufficiently large s E N there exists t E E,(A [z], zA [z]) with z, = cr(a"z).
For a ring A, Z&J/i) will denote the subset in GL,(A) (k, n E N, k < n) consisting of those matrices which are "reducible" to some k x k matrices. More precisely: XERJA) iff there exists EE E,(A) with where 1 ,, ~ k means the identity (n-k) x (n-k) matrix and CY'E GL,(A). Actually in the case n >, 3 the set &,(A) turns out to be a subgroup in GL,(A). This is a consequence of the fact that E,(A) (and E,(A, I) as well) is a normal subgroup in CL,(A) whenever n 3 3 [Su] . Step 2. Letn>3,k<n,ol~GL,,(A,A+),a,h~A,withaA,+hA,=A,. Assume CL,E R,(A,) and CX~E Rk(Ah). Then u E R,(A).
Proof: By the previous step there exists a natural number s for which ~'(c)(a+(d)) -'ER,(A) whenever one of the conditions c=dmoda" and c = d mod h" is satisfied (c, d E A,) . Since a and b are comaximal a", b' will be also. Thus a'g + b"h = 1 for some g, h E A,. We have (just here we use the aforementioned remark that R,(A) is multiplicatively closed in GL,(A) when n > 3).
Step 3. Let n> 3, k < n and a E GL,(A, A+).
Then the set I= {uEA~Icc~ER,(A,)} is an ideal in A,.
ProoJ: It suffices to show that a + b E I whenever a, b E I. But UA u+h+b&+h=A.+h.
BY Step 1 we have (%+hL~&((A,+bLh (~,+h)hERk((A,+h)h)'Clu+hERk(A,+h)~u+bEZ.
Step 4. Let A, n, k, CI be as in the proposition. Then for each p E max(A,) there exists u(p) E A,,\p for which c(,(~) E R, (A,,,,) . Since {u(~)~~~max(A,)} generates the unit ideal in A,,, Step 3 implies a E R,(A).
It remains to note that our proof is a variation of the corresponding proof from [Su] Proof: Since F defines a stably free A-module which is locally extended from a free A,-module by Proposition 7.1 this module must be free; consequently there exists N E GL,(A) with Fcl = (1, 0, . . . . 0), or equivalently F can be completed to some invertible matrix p (for details see, for example, CL]). Using the elementary actions on the first column of fi we see that without loss of generality it can be assumed that F= (1 + a,, , aI, transitive where n B max(d+ 2, 3)? In the first special case, not covered by out theorem when M is a group the action being considered actually is transitive by [Su] . turns out to be an infinite abelian group (C means the complex numbers). It should be noted that M actually is a simplest nonfree finitely generated normal monoid: Cl(M) = Z,. In this section we will show that for arbitrary regular ring R there exist infinitely many finitely generated normal submonoids Mc Z: for which the natural homomorphisms K,(R) + K,(R[M])
are not isomorphisms. It should be noted that it seems very probable that K,(R) ). Therefore, a;(&~) E GL(R) (i = 1,2) where E = (.s2s1, ~~6,) E E(A) (here we identify GL(R) with its natural image in GL(A)). Let EP= (a', j3') for some a', /I' E GL(R[X, Y]).
By the aforementioned remarks we have a', /3'~GL(R[int(Zt)]).
By our assumption E',~'EGL(R) for some E', ~E(R[int(Z:)l).
Let n be the natural augmentation R[int(Z:)] -+ R (i.e., n(X"Yh)=O, a>O, b >O). Then (E;, TT(E;))EE(A). Put e, = (E;, x(E',)). Analogously E;T-c(E;) fl'eGL(R) for some E; E E(R[int(Z:]). Put e, = (x(E;), E;). We have e2E E(A) and e,e,spE CL(R). has not a dense image as well where r> 2. On the other hand, if we consider the analogous map for arbitrary natural c> 1 then it turns out that Im (8) 
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